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For each n ≥ 1 this paper considers a one-parameter family 
of complex-valued measures on the symmetric group Sn, 
depending on a complex parameter z. For parameter values 
z = q = pf this measure describes splitting probabilities of 
monic degree n polynomials over Fq[X], conditioned on being 
square-free. It studies these measures in the case z = 1, and 
shows that they have an interesting internal structure having 
a representation theoretic interpretation. These measures may 
encode data relevant to the hypothetical “field with one 
element F1”. It additionally studies the case z = −1, which 
also has a representation theoretic interpretation.

© 2015 Published by Elsevier Inc.

1. Introduction

This paper considers a one-parameter family of complex-valued measures on the 
symmetric group Sn, called z-splitting measures, introduced by the author and B.L. 
Weiss in [15]. The parameter z may take complex values. These measures were con-
structed to interpolate at parameter values z = q = pf , a prime power, probability 
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measures that give the probabilities of given factorization type of monic degree n poly-
nomials over finite fields Fq, conditioned to have a square-free factorization. In [15]
these measures at z = p arose as limiting distributions on how the prime ideal (p)
in Z splits in the number field generated by a root of a random degree n polynomial 
f(X) = Xn + an−1X

n−1 + · · ·+ a0 ∈ Z[X] with coefficients drawn from a box |ai| ≤ B, 
as B → ∞, after conditioning on the polynomial discriminant Df being relatively prime 
to p. With limiting probability 1 as B → ∞ such a polynomial f(X) is irreducible and 
has splitting field having Galois group Sn, in which case adjoining a single root of it 
yields an Sn-extension, meaning a non-Galois degree n extension of Q whose Galois clo-
sure has Galois group Sn. The resulting splitting distributions were compared to those 
in a conjecture of Bhargava [1] for the distribution of splitting types of a fixed prime 
ideal (p) in those Sn-extensions k of Q having field discriminant |Dk| at most D, in the 
limit D → ∞. The Bhargava distribution matches the z → ∞ limit of the z-splitting 
measures, which is the uniform distribution on Sn. The z-splitting measures for z = p

are also relevant to the distribution to splitting types of monic polynomials with p-adic 
integer coefficients studied by Weiss [35].

To define the z-splitting measures, we first specify them to be constant on conjugacy 
classes Cλ of Sn, which we label by partitions λ specifying the (common) cycle structure 
of all elements g ∈ Cλ. For each m ≥ 1 we define the m-th necklace polynomial Mm(X)
by

Mm(X) := 1
m

∑
d|m

μ(d)Xm/d,

where μ(d) is the Möbius function. We next introduce the cycle polynomial Nλ(X)
attached to a partition λ, by

Nλ(X) :=
n∏

j=1

(
Mj(z)
mj(λ)

)
,

in which mj = mj(λ) counts the number of cycles in g ∈ Sn of length j, and for a 
complex number z we interpret 

(
z
k

)
:= (z)k

k! = z(z−1)···(z−k+1)
k! . The z-splitting measure

ν∗n,z is then defined on conjugacy classes Cλ of Sn by

ν∗n,z(Cλ) := 1
zn−1(z − 1)Nλ(X). (1.1)

The value of the measure on a single element g ∈ Sn with g ∈ Cλ is ν∗n,z(g) :=
1

|Cλ|ν
∗
n,z(Cλ). In [15] it was shown that for all integers k �= 0, 1 the measures ν∗n,k are 

nonnegative, so are probability measures. In addition a limit measure as z → ∞ exists 
and is the uniform measure on Sn.

This paper studies these measures at the parameter value z = 1, which is the sole 
remaining integer value where the z-splitting measure is well-defined, cf. Lemma 2.5. 
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